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Abstract
We have employed noise thermometry for investigations of thermal relaxation between the elec-
trons and the substrate in nanowires patterned from 40-nm-thick titanium film on top of silicon
wafers covered by a native oxide. By controlling the electronic temperature Te by Joule heating
at the base temperature of a dilution refrigerator, we probe the electron-phonon coupling and the
thermal boundary resistance at temperatures Te = 0.5 − 3 Kelvin. Using a regular T 5-dependent
electron-phonon coupling of clean metals and a T 4-dependent interfacial heat flow, we deduce
a small contribution for the direct energy transfer from the titanium electrons to the substrate
phonons due to inelastic electron-boundary scattering.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Thermal properties of nanoscale structures and their particular energy relaxation pro-
cesses form a key issue for various practical applications ranging from quantum computing
to ultra sensitive radiation detectors and quantum-limited calorimeters. By providing the
major mechanism for heat transfer between electrons and phonons at typical cryogenic tem-
peratures [1], the inelastic electron-phonon scattering determines the effective temperature
of the electron sub-system, and it plays an essential role in the operation of different low-
temperature micro and nano devices. Optimization, or preferably tuning, of this parameter
in a wide range sets the basis for successful development and improvement of sensitivity of
a vast class of devices.
Thermal relaxation of electrons in metallic cryogenic nanodevices takes place typically
either by electronic diffusion or by electron – phonon coupling (e-ph). The e-ph relaxation
processes lead to a temperature-dependent thermal conductance which varies with the tem-
perature T in a power law fashion ∝ T n∆T where n = 3 − 5 [2] and ∆T denotes the
temperature difference between the electrons and phonons. The heat flow due to the e-ph
coupling may lead to an overheated state of the phonons in the metallic conductor owing to
the Kapitza resistance between the phonon systems of the dielectric substrate and the metal.
In addition to the regular Kapitza resistance ∝ 1/T 3, there may also be a direct electronic
heat transfer channel from the electrons to the substrate phonons [3–6]. In clean systems,
this direct coupling facilitated by the inelastic electron-boundary scattering has the same
form as the Kapitza-resistance-limited heat conductance, in which the phonon temperature
of the hot side is replaced by the electron temperature. The relative strength of these two
parallel heat transfer channels across the film-dielectric interface is an open question, and
this issue forms the main objective of the present study.
We have chosen thin, narrow titanium wires for our studies. Titanium metal has been
successfully employed in various ultrasensitive hot-electron bolometers both in the super-
conducting and normal states [7, 8]. In spite of the quite intensive experimental studies of
thermal relaxation in titanium micro and nanostructures [7, 9–17], the reported results for
titanium and its alloys distinctly vary both in their absolute magnitude as well as in their
functional form [8, 18].
We study titanium nanowires having cross sections, thickness × width = d×w, of about
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40 × 38 . . . 50 nm2, and find the best-fit exponent in the electron – subsrate phonon heat
conductance law to be close to n = 3. Such an observation is consistent with the predictions
for the electron – phonon coupling in disordered metallic films as well as with the behavior
governed by Kapitza resistance. Our analysis of the electron relaxation and thermal balance
in Ti wires is based on a model that includes the overheated state of the phonons with an
intermediate temperature in the film as well as the direct energy transfer from the electrons
to the substrate phonons via inelastic electron scattering at the film-substrate boundary.
Our model allows for investigations of the cross-over behavior between the distinct power
law regimes which are dominated by different relaxation processes. Using such a model with
realistic materials parameters, we obtain evidence for a weak contribution of the inelastic
electron-boundary scattering. Our result is obtained at temperatures between 1 K and 3
K in a regime where the Kapitza resistance between the film and the substrate phonons
reduces the major heat flow mediated by the regular electron-phonon coupling. However,
as this Kapitza resistance is poorly known, we also discuss other possible interpretations of
our data, such as a modification of the electron-phonon coupling due to disorder, yielding a
different value for the exponent n.
II. THERMOMETRY AND HEAT TRANSFER
Our experiment relies on the sensitivity of noise thermometry of electrons in nanoscale
samples [19–21]. Noise thermometry in quasi-equilibrium is possible when the electron-
electron scattering is strong and a local, spatially varying temperature profile T (x) can
be defined [22]. The average effective temperature is related to the bias voltage V via
Te = FeV /2kB where the Fano factor F ≡ SI2eI is given by the current noise power spectrum
SI and the current through the sample is I. Using the diffusion constant D = 3.8 × 10−4
m2/s obtained from the electron mean free path of 2.5 nm and the Fermi velocity of 300 km/s
[23], we obtain for the electron-electron (e-e) interaction length le−e = 0.36 µm at Te = 0.1
K (the worst case estimate corresponding to the maximum length). As le−e  L, we are
in the strong electron-electron interaction regime (the hot electron regime), and the Fano
factor becomes F =
√
3/4. The value of F remains constant till the inelastic processes start
to remove energy from the electronic system. The proportionality given by the Fano factor
between the effective temperature Te and the bias V is also valid in the high-bias regime
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FIG. 1. Simplified thermal model of a conducting nanostructure on an isolating substrate. P =
I2Rn denotes the Joule heating by the current I passing through the resistance Rn of a normal
wire, and Pdiff specifies the heat carried away by electronic diffusion. The heat flows Pe−ph1 , PK ,
and Pe−ph2 are defined in Eqs. 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
where the electron-phonon scattering dominates the heat transfer [19]. This is because
the noise power and the related Te are connected by an effective Johnson noise relation.
Recently, noise thermometry has been utilized in the studies of novel nanoscale systems
when the implementation of regular thermometry is problematic [19–21, 24–27].
The Joule heating power, P = I2R in a wire with resistance R, can be dissipated into
phonons via the electron–phonon (e-ph) interaction. The poor coupling of the film phonons
with the substrate phonons will affect the e-ph scattering rates and, consequently, influence
the electron temperature once the e-ph scattering becomes stronger than the e-e scattering.
Here, we employ the energy balance model for the sample electron – sample phonon – sub-
strate phonon coupling [28–31] schematically presented in Fig. 1, including also the inelastic
electron-boundary scattering that couples electrons directly to the substrate phonons [3, 4].
In this model, the ratio of Pdiff to Pe−ph = Pe−ph1 +Pe−ph2 determines the crossover from the
nearly parabolic temperature profile in the hot electron regime to a more constant profile in
the case of strong electron-phonon scattering. In our analysis of the significant part of the
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wire (see Sect IIIB), we assume Pdiff  Pe−ph, which is valid only in the strong bias regime.
The temperature dependence Pdiff ∝ T 2e can be obtained from the Wiedemann-Franz law
utilizing the measured resistance of the wire.
Apart form the electronic heat diffusion, Te is determined by the three thermal resistances
responsible for (a) the heat exchange between the electrons and phonons in the conductor
(Pe−ph1 in Fig. 1), (b) the acoustic coupling between the phonons in the metallic conductor
and the phonons in the insulating substrate (PK = Pph1−ph2), and (c) the coupling between
the electrons in the metallic conductor and the phonons in the insulating substrate (Pe−ph2).
When P  Pdiff , the power-law exponent (see below) is determined by the dominating
thermal resistance along the main heat flow path.
In regular metals, the power flow between the electron and phonon systems, corresponding
to Pe−ph1 in Fig. 1 can be expressed as follows [2, 32, 33]:
Pe−ph1 = Σe−ph1Ω(T
p+2
e − T p+2ph ), (1)
where Tph denotes the phonon temperature, Σe−ph1 is a material-dependent coupling coef-
ficient, Ω is the volume of the sample, and p + 2 is the exponent specified by the electron-
phonon scattering rate 1/τe−ph1 ∝ T p. Nowadays, it is commonly accepted that, in clean
metals, the electron-phonon scattering rate is proportional to Tp with p = 3 [29, 30, 34]. Sim-
ilar behavior is also observed in thin metallic films [2], including titanium. In our analysis,
we take Σe−ph1 = 1.3× 109 Wm−3K−5 from Ref. 11.
The physics of the e-ph coupling becomes more complicated in dirty metals [34] or in
systems with a restricted geometry where the electron-phonon scattering or/and the phonon
spectrum [35] can significantly be modified compared to the bulk materials in the clean limit.
In disordered systems, the electron-phonon scattering rate follows T2 or the T4 (p = 2 or 4)
law depending on the scattering mechanisms [34]. Evidence of p = 2 in disordered films has
been obtained, for example, in Nb and Ti [7, 36].
In clean metals, the dimensionality of the sample may lead to a modification of the
electron-phonon relaxation time due to a reduction in the available phonon modes. Accord-
ing to the Debye model [37], the change of the acoustic phonon spectrum from 3D to 2D
leads to a weaker temperature dependence of the electron-phonon power flow, namely to a
T d+2 law where d is the phonon dimensionality [38]. Evidence of this behavior has been
obtained in Ref. 35.
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The Kapitza thermal boundary resistance originates from the mismatch of acoustic prop-
erties across an interfacial boundary, leading to a phonon temperature difference between
the two materials Tph1 6= Tph2 . The corresponding power flow through the interface can be
expressed as [1, 39]:
PK =
1
4
AKS(T
4
ph1
− T 4ph2), (2)
where the coupling coefficient has been expressed in terms of the linearized Kapitza conduc-
tance of the interface between the two materials GK = AKT 3 and the area of the interface
S. Typically, the coefficient AK varies between 100 and 1000 Wm−2K−4 for the common
metal-to-dielectric interfaces used in microfabricated systems [40]. The standard value for
the Kapitza conductance between a metallic film and the common dielectrics amounts to
A0K = 500 Wm−2K−4 [29, 41]. In our wire geometry with a nearly square-shaped cross
section, we have adopted the Kapitza conductance AK = A0K/2, where the factor of two ap-
proximates the reduction of the effective phonon modes in the wire geometry. The reduction
value reflects ray-tracing of phonons, where the propagation angles exceeding ∼ 45◦ cannot
fully escape the wire without collisions with the edges. Even a larger loss of coupling would
be obtained if van Hove singularities in the phonon density of states are taken in to account,
in a similar fashion as is predicted for the electron-phonon coupling in reduced dimensions
[42].
The inelastic electron scattering at the interface between a metallic film and an insulating
substrate may provide an additional channel for the energy transfer from electrons to the
phonons of the substrate [3, 4], proportional to Te − Tph2 . At low temperatures near equi-
librium, the contribution Pe−ph2 =
1
4
SAeK(T
4
e − T 4ph2) to the interfacial "electronic Kapitza"
thermal conductance is given by [4]
AeK =
3pi~
35ζ(3)kB
γul
τe−ph1T 3e
[
1 + 2
(
ul
ut
)3]
, (3)
where ul and ut are the longitudinal and transverse sound velocities, respectively, and γ is
the Sommerfeld constant. If in a metal τe−ph1 ∝ 1/T 3, then this inelastic electron-boundary
scattering contribution to the interfacial thermal conductance has the same temperature
dependence as the regular acoustic phonon-phonon Kapitza term. The mechanism can
be significant in those metallic films which have a strong electron-phonon coupling. The
estimations for our samples based on Eq. 3 using τe−ph1 ∝ T−3 from Ref. 11 yield AeK = 300
6
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the heat flow terms on a logP vs log Te plot: Pe−ph1 (solid), Pe−ph2
(dash-dotted), PK (dotted), and Pdiff (dashed). For the employed parameter values, see text; P
and Te are expressed in terms of W and K, respectively.
to 400 Wm−2K−4. However, since Eq. 3 has been derived ignoring the reduction of the
electron-phonon coupling near the interface, we regard AeK as a poorly known parameter
and expect its actual magnitude to be smaller, possibly a few times smaller, than evaluated
from the above equation.
The different heat flow terms for a Ti wire with a cross section of d× w = 40× 43 nm2
and having a length of L = 10 µm are illustrated in Fig. 2. In addition to the contributions
Pe−ph1 , Pe−ph2 , and PK , we depict also the outdiffusion of heat Pdiff ; the large ratio of L/d
excludes any substantial phonon conductance along the wire. According to the comparison,
we expect initially a regime governed by the electronic heat diffusion, which crosses over
to the Kapitza resistance limited regime above ∼ 1 K. The direct coupling of electrons to
the substrate phonons given by the theoretical formula in Eq. 3 is indicated by the dashed-
dotted line. In our analysis, we use literature values for the term Pe−ph1 [11] while for PK we
employ a semiempirical value based on Refs. 29 and 42, which leaves only the magnitude of
Pe−ph2 as a parameter to fit to the data.
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III. THERMAL MODELING
A. Two temperature model: Hot phonons in the wire
To clarify our thermal model based on Fig. 1, we consider a long, voltage-biased normal
wire coupled to the films of the same thickness on both sides. We assume that the electronic
thermal diffusion of heat Pdiff can be neglected at high bias, i.e., the electronic temperature
inside the wire, Te, is constant as Pe−ph1 dominates the heat conduction. The Joule heat
generated in the wire per unit volume, I2
σS2
, is first transferred to the phonon heat bath
inside the wire, which is characterized by the temperature Tph1 ,
I2
σw2d2
− Σe−ph1(T 5e − T 5ph1) = 0, (4)
where σ is the conductivity. At the second stage, the phonons are cooled via the Kapitza
conductance mechanism
dΣe−ph1(T
5
e − T 5ph1) =
1
4
AK(T
4
ph1
− T 4ph2). (5)
Here Tph2 is the base temperature. Using Eqs. 4 and 5, we can solve for the electronic
temperature
Te =
(
P
Σe−ph1
+
(
T 4ph2 +
dP
1
4
AK
)5/4)1/5
. (6)
This formula is fitted to our data in Fig. 5. The role of the direct electron-phonon contribu-
tion Pe−ph2 is to lower the heat flow P → P −Pe−ph2 in Eq. 6. For simplicity, we employ the
ratio AeK/(AK + AeK) for the reduction factor which is valid in the high-temperature limit.
B. Analysis of thermal gradients
Besides the assumption Te = const in the narrow wire part, our analysis assumes that
the scale of the relaxation of Te in the overheated wide sections of the leads is so short that
the effective thermal noise of the leads can be neglected. To justify this assumption, we
derive a characteristic length scale for the temperature drop at the ends of the wire. We
consider a normal wire coupled to the two wide normal leads on both sides as depicted in
Fig. 3. The wire and the leads are made of the same film thickness d. We assume that at
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FIG. 3. Geometry of the nanowire between two wide leads used for the analysis of the relaxation
of Te outside the narrow section having a width w and length L. For the definition of the other
symbols, see text.
some large distance, Rmax, from the wire ends the temperature of the leads becomes equal
to the temperature of the substrate Tph2 ' 20 mK.
The temperature both in the wire and in the leads can be found from the equation
pi2k2Bσd
6e2
∇2T 2e +
j2d
σ
− Σtote−ph2d(T 4e − T 4ph2) = 0, (7)
where we have approximated the experimentally determined heat flow by the formula
Σtote−ph2(T
4
e − T 4ph2) per unit volume (see Sect. V), and j is the current density. Inside the
wire j = I/wh while j = I
pihr
in the lead at a distance r from the end of the wire. At a
sufficiently high bias, the temperature in the leads in the vicinity of the wire ends equals to
TS(r) =
(
T 4ph2 +
j(r)2
σΣde−ph2
)1/4
. (8)
At some distance r ∼ Rmax the temperature drops to the equilibrium value T0. The charac-
teristic length scale at which this happens is LT (TS), where
LT (T ) =
√
pi2k2Bσ
6e2Σtote−ph2T
2
(9)
is the temperature relaxation length. Since the resistance of the wire, Rwire = L/σwd, is
much higher than the resistance of the leads, Rlead = ln(R/w)/piσd, the noise in this regime
may be approximated as S = 4kBTS
Rwire
, i.e. the noise from the end sections can be neglected.
This analysis is consistent if Rmax > LT (TS), which is satisfied at a sufficiently large Joule
heating. The values of the relaxation length at T = 1 K, which is a typical value of the
temperature TS in the experiment, are listed in Table 1.
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Dimensions nm3 Rn Ic LT (1K) Tc treatment
A 50 × 40 × 10,000 4 kΩ 10 nA 2.7 µm 0.25 K sputtered
B 43 × 40 × 10,000 7 kΩ 7 nA 2.7 µm 0.10 K not etched
C 38 × 40 × 10,000 5 kΩ 9 nA 3.7 µm 0.16 K sputtered
TABLE I. Parameters of the Ti nanowires labeled as A, B, and C: Rn denotes the normal state
resistance of the wire, Ic is the superconducting critical current, and LT (1 K) denotes the tempera-
ture dependent thermal relaxation length (see Sect. III B) in the wide leads evaluated at 1 K using
the measured electron-substrate phonon coupling given in Table II. The superconducting transition
temperature Tc is determined from the mid-point of the transition and the last column specifies the
post treatment operations.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Our Ti wires were evaporated from a 99.999% titanium source in a high-quality e-gun
evaporator at pressures below 10−9 mBar. High-resistivity silicon wafers (∼ 10 kΩcm) with
a natural oxide layer were used as the insulating substrate. The samples were fabricated
using a lift-off process based on e-beam lithography and a PMMA resist mask. Fig. 4a
displays an SEM image of a typical structure. Sample B (see Table I) was measured without
any additional processing steps. Samples A and C were cleaned using Ar+ ion milling to
reduce the cross section of the nanowire [43]. As a byproduct of the ion milling process, the
sample surfaces became efficiently polished down to ± 1 nm scales. The basic parameters of
the measured samples are specified in Table I. The bonding pads on the sample chip were
100× 100 µm2.
The length of our wires was chosen to be quite long (10 µm) in order to alleviate the
influence of the temperature gradients at the ends of the wires on the analysis and to reduce
the influence of the longitudinal electronic heat diffusion along the wire. The samples were
mounted on a copper sample holder in a Bluefors LD250 3He/4He dilution refrigerator with
a base temperature of 10 mK. The heating power applied to the electron system of the
nanowire was calculated from the applied electrical current and the wire resistance. The
effective noise temperature scale was calibrated against the shot noise of an aluminum oxide
tunnel junction; the scale was verified against the effective thermal noise in the hot electron
regime.
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FIG. 4. a) SEM image of a typical titanium nanowire; the distance between the "black" reservoirs
is L = 10 µm. b) Schematic diagram of the measurement circuit. LIA denotes an audio-frequency
lock-in amplifier, DVM stands for a digital voltmeter.
The electric measurement setup is schematically presented in Fig. 4b. By employing
both low and high frequency coupling components, the setup facilitates audio-frequency
conductance measurements and, simultaneously, a recording of current fluctuations at GHz-
frequency. Two bias-Ts and two inductors are connected to the sample in order to measure
the low-frequency AC conductance with a lock-in amplifier (LIA) in a four probe configu-
ration. Two coupling capacitors are connected to the ends of the sample in order to couple
the high-frequency current fluctuations to the 50 Ohm measurement cables. Good cou-
pling of the sample noise to the 50 Ω system was ensured by using short bond wires and
by avoiding capacitive shunting in the pad and lead structures on the chip. Two 4-8 GHz
circulators in series and a corresponding band pass filter (with a 0.5-dB pass band loss)
are employed to block the backaction noise of the cryogenic HEMT amplifier (Low Noise
Factory, LNF-LNC4_8A) from reaching the sample, which is of particular importance when
checking for superconducting properties of nanoscale systems. The detection of noise over
11
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FIG. 5. a) Normal state electron temperature in Ti nanowires as a function of the applied power
density (bottom scale) and the power per contact area PS (top scale) on a log-log scale. The
dashed line Te ∝ P 1/2 denotes the calculated behavior for a hot electron system. The dotted curve
displays the behavior obtained from Eq. 6. The dash-dotted and solid curves are obtained from
Eq. 6 assuming that a fraction AeK/(AK +A
e
K) = 0.25 and 0.60 of the Joule heating, respectively,
is conveyed to the substrate phonons directly via the inelastic electron-boundary scattering; the
parameter values for AeK are given in Table II. b) The measured electronic temperature divided
by the heat flow scaled by the inverse T 4 power law exponent. The solid curve corresponds to the
fitted solid curve in Fig. 5a; the deviation at low bias is due to the electric heat diffusion along the
wire. The wire widths are denoted by: () – 43 nm, (4) – 50 nm, and (◦) – 38 nm.
the spectrometer bandwidth of BW ' 2 GHz [44] is performed using a square-law diode
detector (Krytar 203BK Schottky diode). A second lock-in amplifier is recording differen-
tial current-induced noise dSI/dI which can be integrated to yield the excess current noise
SI(I) − S(0) =
∫ I
0
(dSI/dI)dI at current I. The operation with AC-current modulation re-
duces possible drift in the gain of the HEMT amplifier which easily hampers the performance
of a noise spectrometer [45].
V. RESULTS
Fig. 5a displays the dependence of the effective electron temperature in the titanium
nanowire as function of the applied power density in W/m3, and also as a function of the
power per contact area W/m2 (top axis). We display our data at Te > 0.5 K only, since
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Width (nm) ATK (Wm
−2K−4) AeK (Wm
−2K−4) Σtote−ph2 (Wm
−3K−4)
A 50 340 200 2.1× 109
B 43 220 55 1.4× 109
C 38 180 0 1.1× 109
TABLE II. Results derived from the thermal model for samples A, B, and C. Columns: The width
of the wire, ATK = AK +A
e
K is the total Kapitza conductance as determined at an infinite electron–
phonon coupling, AeK is the extracted boundary conductance due to the inelastic electron-boundary
scattering, obtained using Eq. 6 and the parameters given in the text, and Σtote−ph2 is the coupling
coefficient when interpreting our results in terms of a lumped electron-phonon coupling per unit
volume.
the behaviour of Te(P ) below 0.5 K was dominated by the electronic heat diffusion and it
was influenced by the superconducting transition, the critical temperature of which slightly
varied between the Ti samples (see Table I). At Te > 1 K, the temperature dependence in
each sample demonstrates a nearly linear behaviour on the log-log scale. The dashed line in
Fig. 5 with Te ∝ P 1/2 indicates the behavior of the hot electron regime with 〈Te〉 = FeV/2kB
with F =
√
3/4. The data agree quite well with the hot electron behavior of P ∝ T 2e at bias
voltages V . 0.4 mV, which also lends support to the correctness of the employed effective
noise temperature scale.
Three curves based on Eq. 6 are displayed in Fig. 5a, two with and one without the
heat flow contribution due to Pe−ph2 . A better agreement is obtained with the term Pe−ph2
included. The obtained values for the conductance due to the inelastic electron-boundary
scattering [3, 4] are given in Table II. On the average, the obtained value 〈AeK〉 = 80
Wm−2K−4 is nearly by an order of magnitude smaller than that evaluated from Eq. 3.
Fig. 5b analyzes small deviations from the T 4 dependence. In Fig. 5b we scale the
measured electronic temperature Te by the heat power dependent product
(
P/Σtote−ph2
)1/4.
The obtained ratio remains almost constant within two orders of magnitude of the applied
power. The decrease in the data below 1 at small power P < 0.4 GW/m3 is due to the
crossover to the hot electron regime. A gradual small decrease is found at large Joule
heating, which agrees with the theoretical curve derived from the two-temperatures-in-series
model. The fitted curve, calculated using Eq. 6, displays a decrease that agrees well with
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the data. This agreement indicates to us that the standard channel via overheated film
phonons and Kapitza resistance plays a role in the heat transport to substrate phonons [46].
We note that our results can be lumped to a single electron-phonon coupling term of the
form Σtote−ph2(T
4
e −T 4ph2) per unit volume; the values for the effective coupling constant Σtote−ph2
are given in Table II. The variation of this parameter could be assigned to the different
levels of disorder in each particular sample: e.g. the surface roughness and/or quality
of the nanostructure-substrate interface. Neglecting the Kapitza resistance, i.e. setting
Tph1 = Tph2 , this kind of a description would agree with the earlier electron-phonon coupling
work on Ti films where the observed behavior was assigned to the disorder in the films [7, 8].
VI. DISCUSSION
From the comparison of the theoretical formulas and the measured data, it is evident
that an unambiguous identification of the heat flow contributions in our Ti wire relaxation
is not possible. We can only provide a consistent picture based on the previous experimental
works as discussed in the description of the analysis of our results. Additional work would
be needed to reach more definite conclusions concerning the relevant terms and their relative
magnitudes. In general, the thermal resistance between the phonons in metallic films and
the substrate at low temperatures is significantly smaller than the electron-phonon thermal
resistance [29, 47, 48]. However, this condition is violated already in 100-nm copper films
at electronic temperatures above ∼ 500 mK [29, 41]. Hence, it is quite ordinary that, in a
sample like ours, the Kapitza resistance becomes relevant in the experiments performed at
Te ∼ 1 K.
As already noted, we could optionally assign all our observations to heat relaxation by
the electron-phonon scattering in the bulk. In this view, the electron-phonon term would
be dominated by static impurities [34] leading to a similar Σimpe−ph1(T
4
e − T 4ph1) dependence
as there exists for the Kapitza-limited heat flow with 1
4
AK(T
4
ph1
− T 4ph2) per unit area. The
effective coupling constant would then become equal to 1/(dΣimpe−ph1) + 1/(AK/4) and there
would be no way to separate between these two contributions from each other. Neglecting
the Kapitza resistance and the term Pe−ph2 , we find Σ
imp
e−ph1 = Σ
tot
e−ph2 = 1.5 ± 0.5 × 109
Wm−3K−4, the magnitude of which is close to the values reported in Ref. 7.
Our heat relaxation results are relevant also to quasi-one-dimensional superconductors
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[49]. The issue of energy dissipation in the resistive state of a superconductor is intimately
linked with the relaxation of the Joule heating of the same system in the normal state.
Rapid heat relaxation in narrow titanium nanowires in the normal state is essential for
obtaining single-quantum phase slip events in the superconducting state [50, 51]. According
to our results, a reduction of the Kapitza resistance between the film and the substrate
could enhance the relaxation speed of the film and thereby help in the nucleation of fully
uncorrelated quantum phase slips.
In conclusion, our experimental analysis indicates that distinguishing the different heat
flow contributions in narrow Ti wires is an intriguing issue and several assumptions have
to be made in order to extract values for the separate contributions. Extensive additional
experiments are needed in order to elaborate these issues further.
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